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ABSTRACT

We briefly remind the possible dynamical scenario of fragments

formation in central heavy-ion collisions at some tens of MeV/A. We discuss

how present day dynamical models can describe fragment formation. We show

that particle methods provide a reasonable solution of Boltzman-like

equations. We next turn to the Boltzmann-Langevin formalism which gives a

well defined framework for the understanding of Intermediate Mass Fragments

formation. We present a first numerical solution of this equation and show

the importance of fluctuations in the dynamics of the collision. We finally

apply the formalism to the onset of multifragmentation in the Ca + 4 0Ca

system between 20 and 60 MeV/A beam energy.

This paper covers joint work with S. Ayik, M. Belkacem, Ch. Gregoire, R.

Malfliet, M. Prakash, J. Stryjewski and G. Welke. The present author is

solely responsible for the way it is discussed here.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Heavy-ion collisions at beam energies of some tens of MeV/A are a

unique tool for investigating the nuclear matter Equation Of State (EOS)

[1]. Multifragmentation, or the production of Intermediate Mass Fragments

(IMF's) in some of these reactions could be associated to the low density

region of the nuclear EOS [2,3,4]. From the experimental point of view the

forthcoming avaiability of 4 IT detectors (see the contribution of E.

Plagnol in this volume) should allow a better understanding of

multifragmentation. Progress is also currently being done in the analysis

of events involving some IMF's [5], which should also help establish links

between data and the underlying physics. From the theoretical point of view

it becomes clearer and clearer that one has to go beyond simple static

pictures of multifragmentation patterns. Indeed it seems that dynamical

effects play a major role in fragment formation [4,6,7,8]. Hence a

dynamical description of the whole reaction is presumably unavoidable. This

implies to develop a proper theoretical framework, as free as possible from

numerical contingencies. In this respect a crucial point is to be able to

establish a clear link between numerical simulations and the actual

equations to which the calculations should be associated. The first step is

hence to work out a well defined equation and next try to find a numerical

scheme, as close as possible to the actual equation. Although this

statement may sound obvious it is our belief that multifragmentation can

only be understood this way and not by developing purely numerical schemes.

In this note we briefly remind how dynamical instabilities can be

responsible for fragment formation. We next turn to present-day dynamical

simulations and rapidly discuss their ability to describe

multifragmentation. We finally focus on a fundamental extension of standart

kinetic equations "a la Boltzmann". This new equation incorporates in a

coherent way the effect of statistical fluctuations through a Langevin

force which mocks up high order correlations [9],
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2. DYNAMICAL INSTABILITIES AND IMF's FORMATION

Because of the short time scales involved, composite systems formed

during heavy-ion collisions presumably explode as a result of dynamical

instabilities. One can picture out the phases of the explosion scenario in

the framework of schematic models [6,7,8], which allow to establish a link

with the EOS :

1. a composite, excited and compressed system is formed ;

2. the further evolution of this object is approximately isentropic

[10] ; it will hence schematically follow a constant S/A line in the P, p

plane of the EOS (figure 1) ;

3. if the initial compression is large enough it is possible that the

system reaches very low density regions of the EOS ; hence it can penetrate

the mechanically unstable, spinodal zone. In this region any fluctuation,

intead of being damped, as in normal nuclear matter, is enhanced by the

nuclear mean-field [8]. If the system stays long enough in the spinodal

region it may definitively explode because of these enhanced fluctuations.

This mechanism, studied in great detail in a schematic picture in ref. [8],

was also investigated in a dynamical approach with similar conclusions [4].

It however calls for a realistic description of fluctuations, which appear

as sort of an initial condition for the whole scheme. It also points out

the inherent deficiencies of mean-field (even extended to include two-body

collisions) approaches for understanding fragment formation.

Moreover one has to keep in mind the schematic character of this

scenario, and the oversimplified interpretation in terms of the EOS, hence

without finite size nor Coulomb effects. In order to go beyond this model

one has to develop a proper, realistic, dynamical description of the whole

collision.
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Figure 1 : Schematic path of an excited system leading to

multifragmentation in the EOS plane. Steps 1,2,3 of the text (section 2)

are also indicated on the figure. The spinodal region, presumably

responsible for fragment formation is the dashed area.
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3. DYNAMICAL APPROACHES AND FRAGMENT FORMATION

Most of present day dynamical approaches are based on the Boltzmann

equation15 (adapted to the nuclear context [10] :

| | + | . Vrf - VrU.Vpf = leoll [f] (1)

for a local mean-field U(r). In equation (1) f is the one body (Wigner)

distribution in phase space and Icoll(f) stands for the collision integral

in the Uehling-Uhlenbeck form [11,12] :

-» -» ( > - » - » - »
Icott tf (r,p,t) ] =J dp2 dp3 dp4 W.2<34

{ (1-f) (l-f2) f3 f4 - (l-f3) (l-fj f f2) (2)

where the f represent occupation numbers and fj stands for f(r,pj,t).
da

In equation (1) W. 2 3/l is the collision rate proportional to — f>

(p + PZ " ?3 " P W • ̂  (? + PZ " P§ " Pi) • Equation (1) together with the

collision integral eq. (2) has been extensively studied in the past few

years by various groups and we refer the reader to their results for more

details (see in particular references [2,10,13] for recent reviews on the

subject). For sake of clarity in the following discussion, let us simply

mention that all the numerical calculations performed for solving this

equation use so called particle methods. The one body distribution f is

projected on a swarm of elementary (Dirac or gaussian) functions the

centroids of which evolve in time along "semi" classical trajectories.

Equation (1) does not contain statistical fluctuations, which are

precisely responsible for the dynamical instabilities enhanced in the

spinodal region. However, numerical simulations used up to now for mocking

up this equation (BUU [10], VUU [14] or Landau Vlasov [15]) do contain some

"numerical" fluctuations. Indeed the collision integral eq. 2 is simulated,

in the spirit of Intra Nuclear Cascade calculations [16], rather than

5 In the following we shall use the generic term Boltzmann (adapted to the

nuclear case) for equation (1) (+ collision term eq.2) itself. Numerical

simulations will keep their original names (BUU, VUU,...) in order to point

out the difference between the equation and actual computations.
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explicitely solved. More precisely if one pictures out the collision

integral as a sequence cf individual nucleon-nucleon scatterings, the

Boltzmann equation calls for an average on the final momenta of the

nucleons which underwent an elementary collision. Such an average makes the

collision integral eq. (2) impossible to integrate directly by standart

numerical techniques, except in model cases [17], because of the high

dimension of the resulting integral. Hence one can simulate this object

(eq. (2)) by choosing randomly the final momenta of nucleons, after a two

body collision. This somewhat amounts to perform a Monte Carlo integration

of the collision integral eq. (2). However, this interpretation holds

provided the number of two-body collisions is large, locally. It is hence,

a priori, founded in so called Landau-Vlasov calculations [14], in which a

large number of (non physical) pseudo-particles interact (typically 30

times the physical mass of the system). In BUU [10] or VUU [14] approaches,

on the other hand, the particles used in the calculations, which can be

interpreted as real nucleons, are much less numerous. Hence BUU or VUU

simulations are, a priori, less close to the Boltzmann equation chan the

Landau-Vlasov picture. This qualitative reasoning is confirmed by

systematic comparisons with an exact solution of the Boltzmann equation

([18] and see also section 4 for some details). However BUU (or VUU)

simulations remain close to the Boltzmann equation, in most situations.

The mechanism of randomly choosing final momenta of colliding nucleons

hence appears as a reasonable approximation to a collision integral "a la

Boltzmaiin" (eq. 2). It nevertheless calls for two more remarks : i) this

stochastic average over final momenta breaks the deterministic nature of

the numerical simulation, which hence is no more a Molecular Dynamics-like

(MD) calculation ; ii) on the other hand, while the simulation does not

correspond to a full N-body problem (of MD type) it does not reduce to the

Boltzmann equation either. Correlations present in the calculation go

beyond the ones implicitely contained in a Boltzmann-like collision

integral, because one knows, at any time, the positions and momenta of all

the (pseudo) particles contained in the system.

In some situations, such as for example, thermalization the gap between

the equation and the actual simulations should not generate major problems

[18]. On the contrary, when one wants to study how dynamical instabilities

may develop, it is clear that difficulties arise. A Boltzmann-like equation
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such as eq. 1 cannot predict fragment formation. However, simulations,

because of the intrinsic numerical fluctuations they contain, yield

fragments [22]. The central question is hence the lack of control of these

numerical fluctuations, which are precisely responsible for the phenomenon

one is interested in. How can one solve this problem ? Ideally one

ought i) to be able to solve the Boltzmann equation without inserting

numerical fluctuations ; ii) derive an equation, which takes into account

statistical fluctuations, beyond the average behavior provided by the

boltzmann equation. A possible answer to point ii) has been recently

proposed by Ayik and Gregoire [9]. Concerning point i) it seems that the

situation is not hopeless, as can be seen from some recent model

calculations [23]. Before having at hand a fully deterministic solution of

the Boltzmann equation one can nevertheless adopt a more pragmatic point of

view, namely use a simulation of the Boltzmann equation which is as close

as possible to the actual equation, and try to solve, at least

approximately the stochastic equation of Ref. [9]. As long as physical

fluctuations are large as compared to numerical ones, one can consider that

the calculations are on a safe basis. In the following we shall show

(section 4) that the Landau-Vlasov simulation (or pseudo particle method),

that we have used here, provides a realistic solution of the Boltzmann

equation. Next we shall present the first results obtained for solving a

stochastic extension of the Boltzman equation [9].

Before leaving this section let us mention the Molecular Dynamics-like

calculations developed by the Frankfurt ("QMD", [19]) and Berkeley [20]

groups. The starting point of these calculations is the Liouville equation

for the total N-body problem. A major difficulty lies in the Pauli

principle, which can be approximately simulated by an additional repulsive

potential between nucleons [20,21]. Although these directions of study are

quite promising, it remains very difficult to estimate in what measure the

numerous phenomenological parameters they include, break links to well

defined theoretical foundations.
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4. THE LANDAU-VLASOV SIMULATION AS A SOLUTION OF THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION

In order to test the accuracy of our method of simulation we have

performed systematic comparisons with the analytical solution of the

Boltzmann equation introduced by Krook and Wu [24] . In this simplified

model, one considers a classical one component gas, described at time t by

an isotropic homogeneous one-particle distribution p f(v,t), where p is a

constant number density and v = |vl is the magnitude of the velocity. When

further imposing an isotropic elastic differential cross section of the

form

(3)

(where K is a constant and v r e l the relative velocity) one can show, after

some manipulations that the solution of the Boltzraann equation (without

mean field) is given by

-v2 /2K<32

e [5K-3 1-K v2]
f (V,T) = < + —}• (4)

2 (2ir p2 K) 3 / 2 I K K2 (32J

? T
with T = 4 TT p K t a dimensionless time variable, p = — (T is the

m

temperature, m the mass of the particles) and K = l-e"T/ . The solution

eq.(4) is defined for T > T O = 6 Ln (5/2). Note that r measures time in

units of the mean collision time at equilibrium. Notice also that the cross

section eq.(3) is far from being irrealistic in a nuclear context for

collisions at low relative velocity, except for Pauli blocking

renormalization. As can be seen from figure 2 the agreement between the

exact solution and a numerical simulation using pseudo-particles is very

good. Parallel ensemble techniques such as VUU, BUU [10,14] lead to similar

results but the agreement somewhat depends on the physical characteristics

of the system. Roughly speaking the latter calculations may encounter

severe problems for small mass systems at moderate and small beam energies.

On the contrary the accuracy of the pseudo particles method does not

sizeably depend on any physical parameter so that it provides a reasonable

approximation to an actual solution of the Boltzmann equation. We refer the

reader to reference [18] for more details on these various comparisons.
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Figure 2 : Relaxation of the moments tfn, n - - 1, 1,3,4 of the phase space

distribution f, as a function of dimensionless time from numerical

simulations (open circles) with the pseudo particle method [18] used in the

present calculation, compared with the exact solutions of che krook-Wu

model (solid lines) (see eq.(4). These results were obtained for a periodic

cubic system of size L = 6 fm, a cross-section constant K = 0.024 fm (eq.

(3)), a density p = 4 p0 (p0 being the nuclear matter saturation density),

30 pseudo-particles per nucleon and a temperature (energy) T = 40 MeV.
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5. THE BOLTZMANN-LANGEVIN EQUATION

The basic idea of the Boltzmarm-Langevin equation recently proposed in

reference [9] is to mock up high order correlations by a Langevin force

actingon a, now fluctuating, phase space distribution f (r,p,t), in analogy

with the description of the Brovmian motion. This yields an extended

Boltzmann equation for f :

3f p - * _ - « . - . _

a T + m ' V<- f ' Vr U ' VP f = I c ° " ( f ) + S X " " ( f ) ( 5 )

Besides the usual collision integral Icoii (eq.(2)) one has added in eq. 5

a "fluctuating collision term" 6 I c o ^ arising from higher order

correlations, and which is regarded as a random (Langevin) force acting on

the density. One can characterize S Icoii by its correlation function. As

in the case of the simplest Brownian motion one can show that the size of

this correlation function is directly connected to the dissipation produced

by Icoii itself (fluctuation dissipation theorem). More details on the

formalism can be found in reference [9] . The reader can also refer to some

model calculations on this equation in the recent work by Randrup and

Remaud [25] .

The Boltzmann-Langevin equation is a very complicated object. It is in

some sense analogous to aa infinite set of coupled Langevin equations. In

order to figure out how "fluctuating" trajectories (defined by f) are

spread in phase space we have tried to specify this spread according to a

collective variable, for example the quadrupole moment Qzt of the momentum

distribution associated to f. This in some sense amounts to project the

initial equation (eq.(5)) on Q zz , or write down a Langevin (or

Fokker- Planck) equation for Qzz itself. The drift term of this latter

equation is in fact implicitely computed at the microscopic level through

the evaluation of I c o l l (eq.2). The diffusion term, in turn has a very

simple expression :

CQ /dp, dp., dp3 dp4 (£Q)2 W, 2 ( 3 4 EI f2 (l-f3) (1-14) (6)

where A Q = Q ( p, ) + Q (p2 ) - Q ( P3 ) - Q (p^ ) (with Q the quadrupole

operator in momentum space). In eq. (6) W1 2 3 4 labels the transition rate,

as in equation (1) and the f's are occupation numbers.
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Reduce the full Boltzmann-Langevin equation to one single stochastic

process on the Qzz variable means loss of part of the information contained

in the initial theory. However Qzz is very interesting for two reasons :

i) it gives a measure of the theri.,alization rate of the system ; it is

hence closely related to I c o l l (eq,(2)) to which fluctuations are

associated ;

ii) if one makes a multipole expansion of f in momentum space, the

lowest order terms (namely 1 = 0 and 1) io not fluctuate because of the

conservation laws contained in W12 3^ (eq.(6)), i.e. mass and momentum) :

the first term in such an expansion which can fluctuate is precisely the

quadrupole one.

Once the problem has been reduced to a one-dimension I.angevin process,

it is easy to simulate it with standart techniques [26]. At each time step

(t to t + At), once the pseudo-particles have been propagated accordii.^ to

the mean-field potential U (eq.l) and to the collision integral I C OIL

(eq.2) one changes the value of Qzz according to the value of the diffusion

term as :

+22 (t') dt' (7)

where CQ is given in eq.(6) and W is a gaussian random distribution. Note

again that the drift term fo r Qzz has been implicitely computed

microscopically through the collision integral I C Q[I. The last -.tep is- then

to renormalize the phase space distribution of each fluctuating event

according to the new value of its QZ2. This last part of the process is

delicate as it is not univoque, because of the reduction of the dimension

of the problem when passing from the Boltzmann Langevin equation to an

equation for Qzz . Practically, one has to guess various methods of

renormalization of f . As long as these various methods lead to similar

results one can estimate that the calculation is on a safe basis.
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6. FLUCTUATIONS IN THE BOLTZMAM-LANGEVIN APPROACH

We have done Bcltzmanti-Langevin calculaticas following the scheme

described in section 5. Each fluctuating event is propagated in time

according to the Boltzmann part of the equation (eq.5) by means of a

pseudo-particle algorithm ([15] and section 4). At each time step

fluctuations of Q 22 are evaluated and Qzz is randomly modified for each

event, according to eq.(7). One then reinjectS the fluctuations of Qzz at

the microscopic level while imposing; conservation laws (mass, momentum,

energy). In the calculations presented below we have used two different

methods for reinserting the fluctuations. In the first one we renormalize

the whole momentum distribution of f in order to recover the new value of

Qzz. By means cf a quadrupole scaling we can impose this new value of Qzz

, while explicitely conserving energy. In the second method the

fluctuations of Q zz are reinserted only on particles which actually

collided. The whole set of momenta is next renormalized for preserving

energy. Both methods explicitely conserve mass and momentum of the total

system. We thus generate an ensemble of fluctuating events (or

trajectories, in phase space) from which one can obtain the statistical

properties of the system. In this first study of the Boltzmann-Langevin

equation we have, in addition, integrated Q zz over real space. The

extension to the general case of a local Qzz is anyhow straigthforward by

using a coarse graining in real space. We presently work on this extension.

In figure 3, we plot, for central 12 C + 12C collision the time

evolution of the erjemble average < Qzz >
13 and < CQ > (integrated over the

time step "~") as a function of time. The importance of the fluctuations

can be clearly seen from a comparison between < CQ > and < QZ2 >, as < CQ >

is directly related to the diffusion term of the stochastic path of Qzz.

From this figure one can draw the following conclusions, whatever the

energy between 30 and 60 MeV/A :

1) the fluctuations are large :

a) they represent a large fraction of the. corresponding value of

< Qzz > ;
b) they are much larger than the thermal background (see at large

times) ;

J In the following < • > will mean ensemble averaged quantities.
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energies between 20 and 60 MeV/A in the laboratory.

the Langevin process associated to Q Z 2 . The system is C + C at some
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2) the fluctuations are peaked in time, just after the contact between

the two colliding nuclei. This second point is very important. Contrarily

to what one could have guessed statistical fluctuations occur very early in

the collision process. This means that pure extended mean-field approaches

(BUU, VUU, Landau-Vlasov or any extended version of TDHF) are a priori not

adapted to the first phase of the collision. In the particular case of

multifragmentation, it may hence be dangerous to consider that extended

mean field is correct up to some stage of the collision (presumably close

to the disassembly) and that fluctuations can be added by hand on this

average trajectory. Indeed, due to the non linearity of the

Boltzmann-Langevin equation, even the average path of the ensemble of

fluctuating trajectories does not reduce to the dynamical path given by an

average equation as the Boltzmann equation. Similarly, any physical

phenomenon which would occur during the first stages of the collision

(pre-equilibrium emission, gamma or particle production ...) could be

strongly affected by the fluctuations present at that time.
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Figure 4 : Typical contour plots of the density in 3 head-on 40Cs + 40Ca

collisions at 20 (left), 50 (middle) and 100 (right) MeV/A lal energies.

The 20 MeV/A case is a quasi-fusion event, while beyond 50 MeV/A one

expects multifragmentation. At 100 MeV/A the system vaporizes. Time is

running from top to bottom and instants are respectively 0, 32, 48, 80 and

128 fm/c for the 20 and 50 MeV/A cases, and 0, 20, 30, 60 and 90 fm/c for

the 100 MeV/A plot. Each square represents a 40 x 40 fm2 area.
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7. MULTIFRAGMENTATION IN THE BOLTZMANN-LANGEVIN APPROACH

As a first example of application to a realistic case we have studied

the 4 QCa + 4 0 Ca reaction at 20 and 60 MeV/A. As can be seen from the

pictorial representation of figure 4 the 20 MeV/A case is expected to

correspond to an incomplete fusion reaction while at 60 MeV/A one expects

multifragmentation.

The mass spectrum corresponding to the 20 MeV/A reaction is plotted in

figure 5. Calculations have been performed both at the Landau-Vlasov

(changing the initial condition from one event to the other) and

Boltzmann-Langevin levels, within using our 2 methods for reinserting

fluctuations. The 3 calculations essentially lead to the same mass

spectrum, with an incomplete fusion residue around mass 45, a large number

of individual nucleons and very few small mass fragments.

This first result is very interesting :

i) in the case of incomplete fusion the theory with fluctuations do

lead to a fusion-like residue, in spite of large amplitude fluctuations ;

ii) the theory with fluctuations gives the same mass spectrum as the

average approach (Landau-Vlasov). This result is not a trivial one,

essentially because, due to the non linearity of the Boltzniann-Langevin

equation, the average of fluctuating events does not reduce to the average

path given by the Boltzmann equation. In addition, this agreement

justifies, "a posteriori", the use of average approaches, at low energies,

at least for some observables (such as the mass spectrum ! ) .

At higher beam energies one expects multifragmentation above around 50

MeV/A. Hence, the Boltzmann equation no more constitutes a reasonable tool

for describing heavy-ion collisions, even if some simulations are able to

produce IMF's because of the spurious fluctuations they contain (see

section 3) . On the contrary the Boltzinanii-Langevin equation offers a well

founded theoretical framework for this problem. In figure 6 we show the

mass spectrum of primary fragments obtained for the central Ca + Ca at

60 MeV/A in the Boltzmann-Langevin approach. As compared to figure 5 one

observes the disappearance of the heavy residue (at least for central

collisions) and a large production of IMF's up to masses between 20 and 30.

Note also that, up to statistical errors, the spectra obtained with the two
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Figure 5 : Mass spectrum of the central 40Ca + 40Ca reaction at 20 MeV/A,

calculated in the Boltzrnann (full line) and Boltzmann-Langevin (dashed and

dashed-dotted lines) approaches. The dashed and dashed-dotted lines

correspond to 2 distinct ways of reinserting the fluctuations of Qzz into

f.
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different methods of reinsertion are essentially the same. One should

anyhow keep in mind the fact that mass spectra are inclusive (and rather

insensitive) observables which hardly allow to discriminate between

different theoretical approaches. In turn, they constitue a low level (but

unavoidable) consistency check of our calculations. We are currently

working on other more selective observables such as IMF's velocity spectra

for which different theories seem to lead to different results [27].
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8. CONCLUSIONS

The formation of IMF's in heavy-ion collisions at some tens of MeV/A

is presumably related to the dynamics of the whole collision process. In

order to understand multifragmentation one has to use more sophisticated

theoretical frameworks than extended mean field approaches, and, if

possible, built on a firm theoretical basis. The Boltzmann-Langevin

Equation, in which statistical fluctuations are properly taken into

account, should help make progress in this direction as it constitutes a

fundamental extension of standart kinetic theories.

In this note, we have presented a first solution of the

Boltzmann-Langevin equation. We have shown how fluctuations are important

in the dynamics of the collision. They are peaked in time at the onset of

the collision, when the two colliding nuclei start to overlap. The

fluctuations are large in size, as well as compared to the thermal

background as in absolute value. At low beam energy the Boltzmann-Langevin

approach gives fusion and the results are analogous to the ones given by

"averaged" theories. This somewhat justifies the use of these extended mean

field theories, at least for some observables. At higher beam energy the

Boltzmann-Langevin approach allows to describe in a consistent way the

dynamical formation of fragments.
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